Welcome!

Bev White, CEO - Harvey Nash

Everything has changed... or did it?!

Lily Haake...

We are in year 22 of the pandemic...

The digital divide is huge!

Massive surge in investment!

Security and privacy important!

But budgets are down...

Forecasting is hard!

The death of big city salaries?

Mental health awareness!

What has been the impact of COVID?

It's increased!

It will be a mix and evolve!

The death of the office has been greatly exaggerated...

Kathleen Mackay - NSW Government

Jacqui Visch - AMP Ltd

Alex Gambotto - The Missing Link

Guy Holland - KPMG

Collaborative

Influential

Technology is clearly becoming more important

Companies are becoming more diverse...

- But not in genders?

Emerging tech on the rise!

Digital leaders continue to invest!

The has been an increase in productivity at times!

The panel discussion...

Virtual working has been experimental...

Teams have pivoted quickly!

What are the impacts of global lockdowns?!

We understand more... but must maintain!

We won't be back to business as usual!

What have I done?!!

Connecting with staff!

More work with same spend!

50 minute meetings...

Quiet time!

Connecting patterns have changed...

Is the investments sustainable?

Increase in security!

A huge focus!

Not a recession that has hit everyone!

Opportunities across markets!

AMP's strategy hasn't changed... but how they get there has!

At pace!

People aren't engaged...

Bored people aren't engaged!

What have I done?!!

Hi!"